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ABSTRACT

Private support of public higher education has become increasingly important
for institutions to remain competitive in times of decreasing

tax

support. Among

scholars, there is general agreement that private support has become the vital
ingredient which provides the difference between adequate and great institutions.
There is little agreement, however, about the primary factors that motivate donors to
give to colleges and universities.
To help answer the question, "Why do people give?" a study was conducted of
University of Tennessee, Knoxville College of Communications alumni with regard to
aspects of their undergraduate experience. The alumni were divided into non-donor
and donor groups and were surveyed about their satisfaction with their undergraduate
experience, their involvement in extracurricular activities, relationships formed with
faculty members, scholarship assistance received, and their perceived quality of career
preparation.

A

chi square analysis of the survey responses was done to determine

whether there is a significant relationship between each of the five factors mentioned
above and giving.
The data indicate that there is a relationship between satisfaction with the
overall undergraduate and general academic experience, and giving.

The more

specific experiences--involvement in extracurricular activities, relationships formed
with faculty members, scholarship assistance received, and quality of career
preparation skills--have no significant relationship to donor behavior.
ii

The results of the study point to some aspects of the undergraduate experience
which should be nurtured among students, while they are in school, to increase the
likelihood of giving to their alma mater.

iii
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I. INTRODUCTION

Private support of public higher education

is

not new.

The University of

Kansas began to receive gifts from alumni as early as 1 89 1 . Other state universities in
the Midwest and East soon followed with now well-established private giving
programs.
The advent of land grant and normal public colleges and their expansion
westward made higher education accessible to a much wider population, with varying
needs and interests. These schools, with others, have evolved into increasingly
complex four-year institutions and many have emerged as fully fledged universities.
The major state universities have grown in mission and quality and are now vital
resources to their states and regions•.
During the growth of higher education through the 1 970s, state and federal
support was adequate. Beginning in the 1 980s, decreasing state and federal dollars
have mandated that public instutions seek funds from alternative sources. According
to Edward Hines, in an analysis he conducted of trends in tax appropriations to higher
education over the 20-year period from 1969 to 1 989, the decade of the 70s was
characterized by remarkable growth in higher education while the 80s were

1Worth. Michael J. (1985). Public College and University Development Council for Advancement
and Support of Education. Alexandria, VA. Page 2.
1

characterized by fiscal stringency? The proportion of state budgets going to public
higher education in the 80s declined, with

tax

funds covering less than ever before. 3

Although it has become more accessible, American public higher education is
one of the most complex and expensive institutions in our society. According to
Michael Mumper,4 in terms of constant dollars, the cost of attending a public
university increased by 4 1 % during the 1980s, and in the 1990s, costs will continue to
rise more than in the previous two decades.
The expanding missions and increased accessibility of public institutions have
been accompanied in the past decade by decreasing

tax

support. Although government

funding to public universities has failed to keep pace with inflation, school officials
have been under greater pressure to maintain access to higher education. 5

Thus, these

institutions are turning more and more to the private sector for necessary resources.

2Hines, Edward R. ( 1989). "State Support of Higher Education: From Expansion to Steady State
to Decline, 1969 to 1989, including an Dlinois Case Study.11 MacArthur/Spencer Series, N9, John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. Chicago, n...
3Caruthers, J. Kent and Marks, Joseph L. ( 1988). A Summary of State Funding of Higher Education
for Quality Improvement: SREB-State Trends and Actions. Southern Regional Education Board. Atlanta,
GA

"Mumper, M. (1003). "The Affordability of Higher Education: 1970-1990." The Review of Higher
Education. Vl6, Pages 157-80.
sAitbach, P.G. (1991). "Patterns in Higher Education Development: Toward the Year 2000." The
Review of Higher Education, Vl4, Pages 293-316.
2

1. Pumose of this Study

Volkwein, Webster-Saft, Xu and Agrotes6 state that .. many public institutions
are anxious to increase alumni generosity as a means of gaining fmancial flexibility."
In fact, in the decade from 197 1 to 1981 giving to public colleges and universities

increased by 89.6%.7 Although there is agreement that private support has become the
vital ingredient which provides the difference between adequate and great institutions,
there is no overriding consensus among scholars and fund raisers as to the single most
motivating factor for alumni giving to public higher education.
There is considerable consensus, however, that 11alumni remain the single
greatest source of voluntary support for higher education. us There is general agreement
in the research that alumni gifts represent about twice as much of a total university
budget as corporation or foundation gifts.9 An understanding of the background of the
donor population should serve as a foundation for investigation.
While there may be multiple factors which influence an individual's likelihood
to give to his or her alma mater, this study focuses specifically on dimensions of the

6Volkwein, J.F., Webster-Saft, L., Xu, W. & Agrotes, M.H. (1989). ''A Model of Alumni Gift

Giving Behavior.•• Paper presented at the annual forum of the Association for Institutional Research.
Baltimore, MD.

1Worth, Michael J. (1985). Public College and University Development. Council for Advancement
and Support of Education. Alexandria, VA Page 2.
IIJ<.rotseng, M.V. and Freed, J.E. (1991). 110f Strategy and Support: Formal Planning and Effective
Fund Raising in Higher Education.•• Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Association for Study
of Higher Education. Boston, MA.
�alz, F. (1989). Donors to Higher Education: A Statistical Profile of Individual Giving. National
Institution of Independent Colleges and Universities. Washington, DC.
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undergraduate experience. This study attempts to uncover patterns among the
undergraduate experiences of UTK College of Communications alumni which may
predispose them to contribute or not to contribute to the College by

answ

ering the

following questions:
I) Is there a relationship between satisfaction with the undergraduate
experience and giving?
2) Is there a relationship between extracurricular involvement and
giving?

3) Is there a relationship between relationships formed with faculty
members and giving?

4) Is there a relationship between scholarship assistance received while
in school and giving?

5) Is there a relationship between the quality of perceived career
preparation and giving?

2. Defmitions and Limitations

Alumni of the College of Communications

are defmed as those who have

received bachelor, s degrees from the UTK College of Communications.
Alumni non-donors

are defmed as those who received a bachelor, s degree

from the UTK College of Communications and who have never made a contribution to
the College.

4

Current alumni donors

are defmed as people who received a bachelor's

degree from the UTK College of Communications and who have made at least one
contribution to the College of Communications, January 1, 1 993 to present.
Satisfaction with the undergraduate experience

(question 1), in this study,

means general positive feelings about one's experience while obtaining a bachelor's
degree in the College of Communications.
Extra-curricular involvement

(question 2) means participation in activities

that are not part of a for-credit university class.

A

relationship formed with a faculty member

(question 3) is defmed here as

a mutual familiarity between the faculty member and the student such that the student
felt he/she could. ask the faculty member for a letter of recommendation.
Scholarship assistance

(question 4) includes funds received for the purpose of

offsetting educational expenses, without expectation of repayment (not loans).
The

quality of career preparation

(question 5) means the degree to which the

education in the College of Communications added to professional growth and career
related skills.
This study was limited by the characteristics of the population of College of
Communications alumni. Currently, the College has approximately 4000 alumni, the
first class of which graduated in 1969. Of the 4000 alumni, the University has, on
record, valid addresses for approximately 3000. Between 1993 and present, the
College averaged approximately 600 donors, approximately 500 of whom are alumni.

5

II. WHY DO PEOPLE GIVE? A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

With the trend of decreasing

tax

support and the necessity to rely more and

more on private support for higher education, in the last decade scholars have
attempted to discover and define factors which may lead to greater private fund raising
success by colleges and universities. One such factor, and the focus of this study, is
the motivation behind individual giving to public institutions and to answer the
question: Why do people give?
Barbara Brittingham and Thomas Pezzullo, in "The Campus Green: Fund
Raising in Higher Education, "10 say that alumni donors have strong emotional ties to
their alma maters, have earned at least a bachelor's degree, participate in some alumni
activities, and have religious or voluntary affiliations. Variables such as sex, marital
status, major, place of residence, and participation in student activities have yielded
few consistent findings associated with giving. They did fmd, however, that having
sufficient financial aid, particularly in the form of scholarships, may be related to
future giving. Brittingham and Pezzullo recommend that building students'
understanding of the importance of private support for colleges and universities and
may help shape future behavior as donors.

"'Brittingham, Barbara E. and Pezzullo, Thomas R. (1990). "The Campus Green: Fund Raising in
Higher Education." ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Report 1. ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher
Education. Washington, D.C.
6

John Mosser, in his doctoral dissertation 11Predicting Alumnilae Gift Giving
Behavior: A Structural Equation Model Approach, un generally supports Brittingham
and Pezzullo's recommendation. His research sought to advance the understanding of
how capacity to give, motivation to give, and their interaction affect alumni

gift giving

behavior.
Mosser found that these variables had, at best, a mediating or indirect effect on
alumni gift giving behavior and that there are many other factors that must be
considered in attempting to explain why people give. He found compelling evidence
that the involvement of fund raising practitioners with students prior to graduation may
assist in the transition from student

to

alumni donor.

It is when current students see how their own education experiences are
enriched by alumni/ae financial support that they can personalize and
internalize the benefits of this sort of philanthropy ... Academic leaders
and fund raisers should look for opportunities to promote the connection
between alumni/ae giving and benefits

to

current students and take

advantage of the educational opportunity that these linkages offer in
terms of role modeling the importance of alumni/ae fmancial support in
the lives of both current students and the university. It is through
personal experiences with alumni fmancial support that students
personalize and gain an understanding of the importance of giving back
2
to their alma mater after graduation. 1
Michael Miller, in his study .. Alumni Donor Research: Uses in Volunteer
3
Recruitment,11 1 conducted an alumni survey to test the concept of undergraduate

11Mosser, John Wayne. (1993). "Predicting Alumnilae Gift Giving Behavior: A Structwal
Equation Model Approach." Doctoral Dissertation. The University of Michigan.
12lbid. Page 137.
1)Miller, Michael. (1990). "Alunmi Donor Research: Uses in Volunteer Recruitment." Southern
lliinois University.
7

involvement resulting in giving. The most clear consensus he found was that
satisfaction with the undergraduate experience affected donor behavior.

As a result of

this study, Southern Illinois University focused its institutional advancement program
on undergraduate student involvement to build a sense of awareness of alumni support
among undergraduates.

In The Art of Asking: How to Solicit Philanthropic Gifts, 14 Paul Schneiter also
cites personal feelings about experience at an institution to be an indicator of alumni
giving.

In their paper "Predicting Alumni Giving at a Public Research University,"
Alton Taylor and Joseph

Martin

found that the most powerful discriminating variables

between alumni donors and non-donors and between high and low donors include
subsequent enrollment for graduate work, belonging to a special interest group, and
participation in the Greek system or departmental club or organization. Their study
concludes that Universities should work to involve alumni in events that parallel
activities reflective of their interests during their time as undergraduate students. 15
Barry Weinberg, in "Scholarship Fund Development: The Art of Successful
Begging," summarizes the psychology of donor motivation as, "akin to a mosquito at
the opening day of a nudist colony, excited as heck but not knowing quite where to

14Schneiter, Paul. (1985). The Art of Asking: How to Solicit Philanthropic Gifts. FlUld Raising
Institute. Ambler, PA
1'Taylor, Alton L. and Martin, Joseph C. (1993). "Predicting Alumni Giving at a Public Research
University." Paper presented at the Annual Forum of the Association for Institutional Research. May
16-19, 1993. Chicago, IL.
8

begin."16
He acknowledges that development officers and fund raisers assert there are
identifiable motive patterns that influence individuals who make gifts to colleges and
universities, and outlines factors he has found to be influential in his experience: belief
in a cause; the challenge of making an impact on the institution; the compelling need
to

benefit personally from the gift including the need for a return on investment (tax

benefits, acceptance, a form of advertising); the desire to help others; a feeling of
loyalty and obligation; the need to be recognized; and a response to simply being
asked for a gift. Weinberg concludes it is more than likely that several motives are at
work and therefore influential in making donation.
Jerold Panas, in Mega Gifts: Who Gives Them. Who Gets Them. agrees that
11it is quite clear, there isn't any single reason why people give. As in most human
behavior, the action that finally motivates giving is puzzling, complex, and often
confluent. The act of making a large gift is uncommonly complicated. "17 Panas has
found some common patterns, however:
Large donors give to heroic, exciting programs rather than to needy
institutions. Large donors feel that giving money away is often
bewildering, enigmatic, and an awesome responsibility. All of them
take their giving seriously18... Clearly the mega givers are not motivated
by dire need, but rather are captivated by the opportunity, the challenge,
the magic of being able to do something special, something others may

16Weinberg, Barry M. (1990). "Scholarship Fund Development: The Art of Successful Begging.••
Anne Arundel Community College. Arnold, MD. Page 4.
17Panas, Jerold. (1984). Mega Gifts: Who Gives Them, Who Gets Them. Pluribus Press.
Chicago. Page 37.
18
lbid. Page 37.
9

not be in the position to do. Just

as

clearly, there is a strong sense of

duty. Often they feel they have been blessed with money-not always
of their making-and they have a responsibility to use it and to give it
away wisely.19
Other scholars have cited a host of various reasons for charitable giving. Paul
Desruisseaux, in his article "Surge in Gifts by Individuals Pushes Private Aid to
Colleges to

$7.4

Billion,"20 says that the better job fund raisers do in involving people

of wealth in the life of their institution the more money they are going to raise.
Kathleen Kelly, in Fund Raising and Public Relations: A Critical Analysis,21 says
donor giving is the result of an exchange relationship, a process in which a charitable
organization seeks to exchange the social, economic and political benefits it possesses
for private funds from donors. Ralph Bristol, in "How Much Will Alumni Give in the
Future?"22 says alumni donations respond to a host of factors such as an individual's
personal fmancial condition, tax laws, attitude toward his or her alma mater, and
perceptions about other sources of funding for higher education. Not only do these
factors vary from individual to individual, but they also change over time.
In "The Old College Try. Balancing Academics and Athletics in Higher
Education," John Thelin and Lawrence Wiseman, cite studies which rebut the idea that
donors are motivated by school athletic team success. "Research," they say, "leads

19Jbid. Page 4 1.
2'1>esruisseaux, Paul. (1987). "Surge in Gifts by Individuals Pushes Private Aid to Colleges
Billion." The Chronicle of Higher Education. May 13, 1987. V, N35.

to

$7.4

21Kelly, Kathleen. (1991). Fund Raising and Public Relations: A Critical Analysis. Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates, Inc. Hillsdale, New Jersey.
narlstol, Ralph Jr. (1992). "How Much Will Alumni Give in the Future." Planning for Higher
Education. V20, N2, Win 1991-92.

1.0

both scholars and fund raisers to be cautious about claims that winning varsity teams
stimulate alumni contributions. While researchers generally agree that favorable
publicity about sports increases a university's visibility, how it directly influences fund
raising remains unclear. "23
Larry Leslie and Garey Ramey, authors of "Donor Behavior and Voluntary
Support for Higher Education Institutions," criticize the past research on fund raising
for "analyzing charitable gifts as the decisions of rational agents responding to
economic conditions."24 Past research into higher education support, they assert, has
not adequately emphasized the motivations and constraints of donors but rather the
fund-raising strategies and performances of individual institutions.

In general, voluntary support has been found to correlate most closely
with institutional fund-raising expenditures, although donor and other
institutional characteristics were not fully taken into account. These
past efforts have suffered from an excessive emphasis on particulars of
institutional fund-raising techniques along with insufficient regard for
the factors that underlie the contribution decisions of donor groups.25
Leslie and Ramey identified other factors, such as institutional prestige, close
social ties of alumni with their schools, economic success, institutional size, the overall
scale of the institutional impact on the region, the institution's public profile and the
correlation of that profile with quality, the demonstration of critical fmancial need,

23Thelin, Jolm R. and Wiseman, Lawrence L. (1989). "The Old College Try. Balancing
Academics and Athletics in Higher Education." ACHE-ERIC Higher Education Renort 4. Eric
Clearinghouse on Higher Education. Washington, D.C.
24Leslie, Larry L. and Ramey, Garey. (1988). "Donor Behavior and Voltmtary Support for Higher
Education Institutions. " Journal of Higher Education. V59, N2, March/April 1988.
2Sibid. Page 118.
11

shortfalls in state support and emphasis upon the long-standing traditions of the
institution which may influence donor behavior.
Many other scholars conclude that the effort universities have made to raise
private funds far outpaces the energies put into understanding fund raising through
empirical research. In a hasty effort to acquire needed funds, those in the profession
have not taken time to formally study or determine

if

their efforts are well spent. For

example, the largest number of studies on fund raising have been done by graduate
students for their dissertations. Also, the major professional association of fund
raisers, the Council for Advancement and Support of Education, is quite new.26
A great amount of formal study, including the development of guidelines and
common defmitions, will be required to better understanding why people give to an
institution. As one doctoral student's research found, " ... a major obstacle in the field
of alumnilae fund raising has been the absence of research which identifies the
characteristics of potential contributors with a high degree of certainty. "27 This study
attempts to contribute to the filling of that void by looking at the motivations of a
particular donor group.

�rittingham. Barbara E and Pezzullo, Thomas R. (1989). "Fund Raising in Higher Education:
What We Know, What We Need To Know." Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Association
for the Study of Higher Education. Atlanta, GA.
27Mosser, John Wayne. ( 1993). 11Predicting Alunmilae Gift Giving Behavior: A Structural Equation
Model Approach." Doctoral Dissertation. The University of Michigan.
12

III. METHOD

By looking at the characteristics of a particular group of alumni donors and
non-donors implications can be drawn which may transfer and be applicable to alumni
donors and non-donors in general. This study looked at 250 randomly selected
University of Tennessee, Knoxville College of Communications alumni non-donors
and 250 randomly selected current alumni donors regarding their satisfaction with their
undergraduate experience, scholarship assistance received, their extracurricular
involvement, their relationships with faculty members and the degree to which they
perceive they were well prepared for a career in Communications.
A survey was developed and piloted with six College of Communications
alumni representing the non-donor and donor subgroups. After the pilot surveys were
returned, follow-up phone calls verified that the survey questions were clear,
answerable, and adequately covered the subjects previously mentioned.
Each of the 500 study participants received a survey by mail, accompanied by a
cover letter explaining the subject and nature of the research project. The donor and
non-donor surveys were distinguished by a different paper color--blue for non-donors
and yellow for donors. The surveys were returned anonymously by a provided
postage-paid envelope. Sample cover letter and survey are attached as Appendix 1 and

2, respectively.

13

The data were sorted according to themes which correspond with each of the
stated research questions. A chi square calculation was done for each survey question
showing the frequency and significance of responses by non-donor and donor
categories. A probability level of .05 or less was used to indicate significance.
The results of this survey point to the experiences of current students which
should be nurtured in order to foster support of the College of Communications by
these students after graduation.

14

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Of the 500 surveys mailed, 166 were returned for an overall response rate of

33 .2%. Of the 250 surveys mailed

to

non-donors, 59 or 23 .6% were returned. Of the

same number of surveys mailed to donors, 107 or 42.8% were returned. The return
rates, with donors returning more surveys than non-donors, are consistent with data
discussed later indicating donors to be generally more participative in school-related
(i.e., applying for scholarships, forming relationships with professors) and
extracurricular activities.

1.

Is there a relationship between satisfaction with the undergraduate experience and
giving?

To measure the relationship between satisfaction with the undergraduate
experience and giving, participants were asked to what degree they were satisfied with
their educational experience at the College of Communications at the time they

graduated. See

Table 1.

In this, and in subsequent tables, those probability values in

bold type with an asterisk indicate a significant difference in the responses of non
donors and donors to the question asked.

15

Table 1:

Satisfaction at Time of Graduation
Very
dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very
satisfied

Chi square

Probability

Non-donon

5 (8.5%)

5 (8.5%)

40 (67.8%)

9 (15.3%)

13.845

.00312*

Donon

4 (3.7%)

5 (4.7%)

52 (48.6%)

46 (43.0%)

�

Particularly notable is the fact that, when looking at negative (very
dissatisfied/dissatisfied) and positive responses (satisfied/very satisfied) together, almost
twice the frequency of non-donors ( 1 7%) gave a negative response as donors (9.4%).
The frequency of positive responses also varies widely with 83.1% of non-donors
voicing positive feelings and 91.6% of donors voicing the same. The chi square
statistical test affirms that there is a significant difference between the satisfaction of
donors and non-donrs at the time of graduation.
Participants were also asked to what degree they are currently satisfied with
their educational experience at the College of Communications. See

I

Table 2:

Table 2.

I

Current Satisfaction
Very
dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

very satisfied

Chi square

Probability

Non·donon

7 (11.9%)

11 (18.6%)

29 (49.2%)

12 (20.3%)

15.648

.00134*

Donon

5 (4.7%)

5 (4.7%)

52 (48.6%)

45 (42.1%)

Again, when grouping negative and positive responses together, the variance is
great. Of non-donors, 30.5% responded negatively and 69.5% responded positively.
16

Of the donors, only 9.4% responded negatively and 90.6% responded positively. The
statistical test again affirms the significance of these data.
Participants were asked if they could start their academic program again, would
they choose a program in the College of Communications. See Table

I Table

3:

3.

I

Academic Program Chosen Again
Dcfmitely not

Probably not

Probably yes

Dcfmitely yes

Chi square

Probability

Non-donors

6 (10.2%)

19 (32.2%)

24 (40.7%)

10 ( 16.9%)

1 8.269

.00039*

Donors

2 (1.9%)

13 (12.1%)

56 (52.3%)

36 (33.6%)

Overall, 42.4% of non-donors would not choose a program in the College of
Communications again, while only 1 4% of the donors would not. Of non-donors,

57.6% more than likely would return to the College of Communications, while 86% of
the donors would.
Participants were asked to what degree they are satisfied with the quality of
academic advising they received at the College of Communications. See Table

Table

4:

4.

Satisfaction with Academic Advising
Very
dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Vcry satisfied

Chi square

Probability

Non-donors

8 ( 13.6%)

21 (35.6%)

25 (42.4%)

5 (8.5%)

10.446

.01513*

Donors

5 (4.7"A.)

27 (25.2%)

49 (45.8%)

26 (24.3%)

17

The responses are consistent with those for the previous question, with nondonors expressing a greater degree of dissatisfaction than donors.
Participants were asked to rate the following aspects of their College of
Communications experience: academic experience, social experience, cultural
experience and overall experience. The non-donor and donor responses are shown in
Table 5.

ll!:

le 5:

Ratings of Academic, Social, Cultural, and Overall Experience
Poor

Fair

Non-donor

3 (5.1%)

--

--

--

Good

Excellent

Chi square

Probability

8.787

.03126•

3.194

.36263

5.108

. 16403

1 1 .477

.00940•

Academic

Donor

1 (0.9%)

13 (22.0%)

30 (50.8%)
--

12 (1 1 .2%)

53 (49.5%)

10 ( 16.9%)

26 (44.1%)

1 3 (22.0%)
--

41 (38.3%)

�
Non-donor

8 (13.6%)

--

--

Donor

6 (5.6%)

19 (17.8%)

----

IS

(25.4%)

--

---

so

32 (29.9%)

(46.7%)

Cultural

Non-donor

s

22 (37.9%)

24 (41.4%)

7 (12.1%)

--

--

--

--

--

Donor

7 (6.5%)

28 (26.2%)

45 (42.1%)

27 (25.2%)

(8.6%)

Overall
Non-donor
·-

Donor

1 (1.7%)
1 (0.9%)

---

12 (20.3%)
----

12 (1 1.2%)

39 (66.1%)

7 ( 1 1 .9%)

--

--·

56 (52.3%)

38 (35.5%)
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The participants' ratings of their academic, social, cultural and overall
experience in the College of Communications are consistent. The majority of
respondents gave positive ratings. The non-donors, however, gave a higher frequency
of negative ratings in each area. The chi square and probability value, however,
indicate that the ratings of academic and overall experience are significant, while the
ratings of social and cultural experience are not.
Participants were asked also to rate their degree of satisfaction with aspects of

their major. Specifically, the availability of their major advisor; their degree of
satisfaction with the willingness of their major advisor to help them; the clarity of their
major requirements; the clarity of course objectives; the quality of instruction; the
availability of faculty outside of class; the quality of courses in preparing them for
their careers; the opportunity to apply what was learned in the classroom; their
practicum or internship experience; and their opportunity to interact with professionals
in their major field. These results are shown in

Table 6:

Table 6.

Satisfaction with Aspects of the Major
Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Chi square

Probability

5.383

. 1 4897

6.183

.10302

�

availability
30 (50.8%)

7 (11.9%)

-

--

--

--

·-

Donor

7 (6.5%)

32 (29.9)

40

28 (26.2%)

Non-donor

4 (6.8%)

18 (30.5%)

(37.4%)

Advisor hell!
10 (16.9%)

Non· donor

8 (8.5%)

20 (33.9%)

24 (40.7%)

-

--

--

-

--

Donor

8 (7.5%)

38 (35.5%)

27 (25.2%)

34 (31.8%)
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Table 6:

Staisfaction with Aspects of the Major (continued)
Fair

Poor

Excellent

Good

Chi square

Probability

3.624

.30499

8.143

.04310•

S.SS1

.13S2S

3.79S

.284SO

4.176

.24308

3.842

.27900

2.918

.40437

Major clarity
Non-donor
-·

Donor
Course

II ( 19.0%)

32 (S5.2%)

12 (20.7%)

--

---

--

-

I (0.9%)

17 (1 5.9%)

60 (56. 1%)

29 (27.1%)

-

-

·-·

clarity

Non-donor

-

8 (S.2%)

··

Donor

0 (0%)

17 (29.3%)

36 (62. 1%)

--

--

---

2 (1.9%)

IS ( 14.2%)

69 (6S.l%)

5 (8.6%)
··--

20 (18.9%)

Q!!ali!l: of
instruction
Non-donor

1 (1.7%)

13 (22.0%)

--

--

--

Donor

0 (0.0%)

1 3 (12.3%)

32 (S4.2%)

-73

(68.9"..6)

13 (22.0%)

--

20 (18.9%)

Faculty
availability
Non-donor

--

Donor

3 (S.I%)

19 (32.2%)

32 (S4.2%)

S (8.S%)

---

-

--

(4.8%)

2S (23.8%)

SS (S2.4%)

20 ( 19.0%)

S (8.S%)

22 (37.3%)

27 (4S.8%)

----

---

30 (28.0%)

S l (47.7%)

20 (18.7%)

--

-

s

-·

Career prep.
Non-donor

--

--

Donor

6 (S.6%)

-

--

S (8.S%)

QJ!pgrt. 10
!I!J!!l:
7 (12.3%)

--

--

--

21 (36.8%)

23 (40.4%)

--

--

Donor

9 (8.4%)

3S (32.7%)

36 (33.6%)

27 (25.2%)

9 (16.4%)

9 (16.4%)

17 (30.9%)

20 (36.4%)

28 (26.9%)

47 (4S.2%)

Non-donor

6 (IO.S%)

Prac:tir:um/

internship
Non-donor

--

----

Donor

9 (8.7%)

·--

20 ( 19.2%)

--

20

--

Table 6:

Staisfaction with Aspects of the Major (continued)
Poor

Fair

13 (22.0%)

24 (40.7%)

Good

Excellent

Chi square

Probability

2.673

.44475

�

interac;tion

Non-donor
-

-

Donor

19 (17.8%)

14 (23.7%)

8 ( 13.6%)

--

-

--

43 (40.2%)

20 (18.7%)

25 (23.4%)

Interestingly, only one of the factors rated, clarity of course objectives, shows a
significant difference between non-donor and donor responses.
The last question participants were asked with regard to their satisfaction with
their undergraduate experience was if they could choose their major again, would they
choose the same major. The responses for both non-donors and donors are shown in
Table 7.

Table 7:

Choose Same Major Again
Defmitely no

Probably no

Probably yes

Defmitely yes

Chi square

Probability

Non -donors

10 (1 6.9%)

22 (37.3%)

20 (33.9%)

7 (1 1.9%)

17.41 6

.00061*

Donors

4 (3.'JOAI)

23 (21.5%)

50 (46.7%)

30 (28.0%)

Consistent to the pattern of a greater degree of dissatisfaction among nondonors than donors, more than half (53.6%) of the non-donors would not choose their
major again, while the majority (61.9%) of the donors would.
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While the majority of College of Communications alumni are, according to the
data, generally satisfied with most aspects of their undergraduate experience, when the
alumni are broken down into non-donor and donor subgroups, a pattern emerges.
With few exceptions, the non-donors have a higher frequency of dissatisfaction with
their undergraduate experience in the College of Communications, and the donors have
a higher frequency of satisfaction.
The probability values, however, indicate a significant statistical difference
between the responses of non-donors and donors in only some of the factors surveyed:
satisfaction with the educational experience at the time of graduation; current
satisfaction with the educational experience; the likelihood of choosing a program in
the College of Communications again; satisfaction with the quality of academic
advising received; satisfaction with the total academic experience; satisfaction with the
overall experience; satisfaction with the clarity of course objectives, and the degree to
which the participants would choose their major again. There is no significant
difference in the remaining factors.
The factors which show significance tend to be those dealing with the overall
College of Communications undergraduate experience and the general academic
experience. With only one exception, satisfaction with the clarity of course objectives,
the factors dealing with specific aspects of the particular major do not seem to affect
giving behavior.

This indicates a positive relationship between general satisfaction

with the overall undergraduate and academic experience and giving.
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2. Is there a relationship between extracurricular involvement
and giving?

To test whether there may be a relationship between undergraduate involvement
in extracurricular activities and giving, participants were asked the degree to which
they were involved with a variety of such campus activities while at the College of
Communications. The activity categories include: academic special interest
organizations, student government, Greek organizations, academic and leadership honor
societies, international student organizations, military organizations, religious
organizations, residential living organizations, service/philanthropic organizations,
special interest organizations, sports clubs, student activities programming activities,
and student publications. The responses of non-donors and donors are shown in Table
8.
In only 2 of the 13 categories of extracurricular activities surveyed, is there a

statistically significant difference betweent the degree of involvement of non-donors
and donors. In the 2 significant categories, involvement in academic and leadership
honor societies and involvement in student publications, the data are inconsistent.
Donors show a higher degree of involvement in honor societies, while non-donors
show more involvement in student publications. This suggests that, among College of
Communications alumni, there is no strong relationship between involvement in
extracurricular activities as an undergraduate and giving.
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Table 8:

Involvement in Extracurricular Activities
Not involved

Somewhat

Very involved

19 (33.9%)

7 (12.5%)

45 (42.9%)

20 (19.0%)

Chi squiU'o

Probability

3.985

.26302

0.621

.73302

2.497

.28695

7.105

.01866*

1.666

.43481

0.140

.93252

1.990

.36976

Academic
special

�
Non-donor

30 (53.6%)

Donor

40

--

--

(38.1 %)

--

--

Government
Non-donor

30 (54.8%)

7 (12.7%)

18 (32.7".4)

---

----

---

---

Donor

54 (52.4%)

18 (17.5%)

3 1 (30.1%)

-

�
Non-donor

--

Donor

47 (90.7%)

84

(86. 1%)

4 (7.4%)

I

( 1.9%)

--

--

13 (12.6%)

6 (5.8%)

17 (30.9%)

Honorsocim
Non-donor

---

-

Donor

--

---

60 (56.7%)

32 (30.8%)

0 (0%)
--12 ( 1 1 .5%)

38 (69.1%)

International

!!!!!!m!
--

--

--

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Donor

98 (97.0%)

2 (2.0%)

I

Non-donor

55 (100%)

--

(1.0%)

M!!m
Non-donor

52 (94.5%)

2 (3.6%)

-

----·

··-

95 (93. 1o/o)

5 (4.9%)

46 (82. 1 o/o)

7 (12.5%)

- --

Donor

-

-

I (1.8%)
---2 (2.0%)

Religious
Non-donor

--

--

Donor

75 (72.8%)

-

3 (5.4%)

--

--

22 (21.4%)

6 (5.8%)
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Table 8:

Involvement in Extracurricular Activities (continued)
Not involved

Somewhat

Very involved

Chi square

Probability

1 .391

.49886

0.368

.83208

3.046

.21805

0.557

.75699

0.752

.68658

5.936

.05142*

Residential
living
14 (25.5%)

Non-donor

33 (60.0%)

--

--

--

Donor

72 (69.2%)

21 (20.2%)

8 (14.5%)
--

1 1 (10.6%)

�

philanthropic
18 (32.7%)

4 (7.3%)

Non-donor

33 (60.0%)

··---

--·

---

···-

Donor

64 (62.7%)

29 (28.4%)

9 (8.8%)

Special
interest
14 (25.5%)

9 (16.4%)

Non-donor

32 (58.2%)

--

--

--

Donor

45 (44. 1%)

38 (37.3%)

19 (18.6%)

Non-donor

42 (75.0%)

7 (12.5%)

7 ( 12.5%)

--

--

--

--

Donor

71 (70.3%)

17 (16.8%)

Non-donor

44 (80.0%)

7 (12.7%)

-·--

--

·--

Donor

78 (78%)

17 (17.0%)

Non-donor

24 (42.1%)

25 (43.9%)

8 (14.0%)

---·

----

--·

--·

Donor

52 (50.0%)

27 (26.0%)

25 (24.0%)

--

Sports

13 (12.90A.)

Activities
programming
4 (7.3%)
5 (5.0%)

--

Publications
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3.

Is there a relationship between relationships formed with faculty members and
giving?

In an attempt to determine if there is a relationship between relationships
formed with faculty members and givingJ participants were asked while in the College
of Communications, with how many faculty members did they develop a close
relationship, such that they felt that they could ask the faculty members for a letter of
recommendation.

See Table 9.

Table 9: Relationships With Faculty Members
None

One

Two

11uee or more

Chi square

Probability

Non-donors

10 ( 16.9%)

1 1 ( 18.6%)

20 (33.9%)

18 (30.S%)

3.397

.47841

Donors

9 (8.6%)

26 (24.8%)

37 (3S.2%)

33 (3 1 .4%)

While a higher percentage of donors indicated they formed relationships with at
least one faculty member, the difference between the actual frequency of responses and
the probable frequency is not significant. This suggests that, among College of
Communications alumni, there is no strong relationship between relationships formed
with faculty members and the likelihood of contributing financially to the College.
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4.

Is there a relationship between scholarship assistance received while in school and
giving?

To measure the relationship between scholarship assistance received while in
school and giving, participants were asked if they received scholarships while in the
College of Communications, how many and for how long. The responses are charted
on Table 10.

I

Table 10:

I

Scholarships Received
Chi square

One,
during one
year only

More than
one, for
the same
year

More than
one, over
more than
one year

Applied
for, but did
not receive

Did not
apply

Nondonors

8 (14.0%)

3 (5.3%)

s

5 (8.8%)

36 (63.2%)

Donors

14
(13.2%)

3 (2.0%)

25 (23.6%)

s

59 (S5.10A.)

(8.8%)

(4.7%)

Probability

6.385

.17218

Grouping positive and negative responses together,

28. 1 %

of non-donors

received some sort of scholarship support, as compared to

39.6%

of donors. Of non-

donors,

71 .9%

received no scholarships and

60.4%

of donors received no scholarships.

According to the chi square calculation, however, these differences are not statistically
significant. This suggests that, among College of Communications alumni, there is no
strong relationship between scholarship assistance received while in school and giving.
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5.

Is there a relationship between the guality of perceived career preparation and
giving?

Participants were asked to think of their overall experience in the College of
Communications and indicate the degree to which their education in the College added
to their conceptual skills in several career-related areas. Their responses shed light on
whether there is a relationship between the quality of perceived career preparation and
giving. The conceptual skill areas are: practical skills necessary to obtain employment
in their major field; ability to grow and learn as a person; ability to lead or guide
others; ability to adjust to new job demands; self-confidence in expressing ideas;
planning and carryi ng out projects; speaking effectively; writing effectively;
understanding written information; understanding graphic information; learning on their
own; defining and solving problems; working cooperatively in a group; and
understanding and applying technology. The answers are shown in Table 1 1 .

In only 2 of the 1 4 categories surveyed, self-confidence and understanding
graphic information, was there a significant difference in the actual response
frequencies and the probable response frequencies. This suggests that, among College
of Communications alumni, there is no strong relationship between the quality of
career preparation and giving.
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I

Table 1 1 : Degree to Which the College Added to Skills
Very little

Somewhat

Very much

Chi square

Probability

1.873

.39207

4.212

.12174

2.81 1

.24529

0.372

.83037

6.284

.04310*

3.255

. 1 9645

1 .573

.45540

Pral:lical job

skills

I I (19.0%)

22 (37.9%)

25 (43.1%)

---

--

12 (1 1.3%)

42 (39.6%)

53 (49.1%)

Non-donor

5 (8.5%)

34 (57.6%)

20 (33.9%)

--

--

--

--

Donor

7 (6.7%)

45 (42.9%)

53 (50.5%)

18 (30.5%)

24 (40.7%)

Non-donor

--

--

Donor
Grow and
learn

Lead

or guide

Non-donor

17 (28.8%)

--

---

--

---

Donor

20 (19.0%)

5 1 (48.6)%

34 (32.4%)

12 (20.3%)

28 (47.5%)

Adh!!! to new
job demands
Non-donor

19 (32.2%)

--

--

--

--

Donor

21 (19.8%)

46 (43.4%)

39 (36.8%)

Self·
confidence
Non-donor

1 3 (22.0%)

27 (45.8%)

19 (32.2%)

--

--

--

--

Donor

II ( 10.4%)

43 (40.6%)

52 (47.1%)

Plannins &.
c:anving out
projects
Non-donor

5 (8.5%)

26 (44.1%)

--

--

--

Donor

3 (2.9%)

42 (40.0%)

28 (47.5%)
·
60 (57.1%)

12 (20.7%)

24 (41.4%)

22 (37.9%)

--

---

48 (45.3%)

44 (41.5%)

--

Speakins
Non-donor
--

Donor

--

14 (13.2%)
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Table 1 1 : Degree to Which the College Added to Skills (continued)
Very little

Somewhat

Very much

Chi square

Probability

3.247

.19717

2.847

.24082

8.590

.01360

0.228

.89239

2.144

.34232

2.560

.27804

1.479

.47740

Writing
24 (40.7%)

34 (57.6%)

--

--

--

--

Donor

4 (3.8%)

29 (27.6%)

27 (68.6%)

Non-donor

1 (1.7%)

Understanding written

�
Non-donor

3 (S. I%)

3 1 (52.5%)

25 (42.4%)

--

--

--

--

Donor

8 (7.6%)

4 1 (39.0%)

56 (53.3%)

IS (25.4%)
9 (8.6%)

30 (50.8%)
65 (61.9%)

14 (23.7%)
3 1 (29.5%)

28 (47.5%)

Understanding 12J!hic
info.
Non-Donor
--

Donor

---

--

--

Learning on

2!!11

Non-donor

6 (10.2%)

25 (42.4%)

--

--

--

---

49 (46.2%)

47 (44.3%)

Donor

10 (9.4%)

�
solving

Non-donor

9 ( 15.3%)

29 (49.2%)

21 (33.6%)

--

--

--

--

Donor

9 (8.6%)

61 (58.1%)

35 (33.3%)

Working
cooperatively
Non-donor

5 (8.5%)

28 (47.5%)

26 (44.1%)

--

--

---

--

Donor

s

(4.8%)

41 (39.0%)

1 9 (32.2%)

30 (50.8%)

59 (56.2%)

Understand-

!Is

technology
Non-donor

10 (16.9%)

---

---

---

----

Donor

38 (35.8%)

44 (41.5%)

24 (22.6%)
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6.

Anecdotal Responses

In order to provide anecdotal examples, participants were asked to provide the
answers to two additional questions at the end of the survey: "If you were asked,
today, to contribute monetarily to the College of Communications, what feature of
your undergraduate experience would

inspire you to

contribute? " and "If you were

asked, today, to contribute monetarily to the College of Communications, what feature
of your undergraduate experience would

impede

you from contributing?"

The responses were sorted according to themes which correspond to the stated
research questions. Selected examples follow. The complete text of the answers is
found in Appendix

3

and Appendix

4.

While the anecdotes can't be scrutinized using

statistical tests, they are interesting and can be used in a selective manner to augment
the numeric data.
With regard to satisfaction, one study participant who is a donor said, "The
overall curriculum required was well balanced in both Communications and Business.
I felt I was receiving a better education than many of my friends in other majors.
Also the College of Communication instilled a true sense of professionalism in its
students. " One donor cited "my desire to share the pleasure of my UT experience with
the student communicators of today, " as his/her inspiration to give. Another's
motivation for giving is "a wonderful experience overall." In contrast, one non-donor
said, "I will not contribute to the undereducation of any further students. I would have
to be shown radical and major curriculum and educational philosophy changes to ever
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consider the smallest contribution. 11
With regard to extracurricular involvement, one non-donor cited, "student
association (Campus Practitioners, PRSA)," as inspirations to give. Donors said,
"involvement in student publications ... participation in Sigma Delta Chi, " "practical
experience gained with student publications, 11 and "my experience with the Daily
1
Beacon. 1 Another donor said, 11living on campus, being in the Greek system, pride in
the University of Tennessee, the many extracurricular activities that enabled me to
1
grow as a person, 1 would inspire a contribution.
Some responses related to relationships with faculty members. Answers from
donor participants included, "the faculty were very interested in my well-being," 11the
1
personal attention given by faculty of the College of Communications, 1 "my
experience and support from my advisor, and "support of professors to be both the
11

person and journalist that I could be," when explaining what feature of their
undergraduate experience would inspire them to contribute.
In sharp contrast, when asked what would impede them from giving, non-donor
answers included, "I found the faculty to be unavailable for questions or guidance and
only interested in the aggressive students,'' "didn't like some of the faculty members,"
and "providing an education to students appeared to be secondary to students. "
With regard to scholarship assistance, only positive anecdotes were received.
Donors said, "being a Bickel (scholarship) recipient, 11 "the significant amount of
scholarship money I received," and "receiving scholarships as an undergrad greatly
reduced stress through diminishing of financial worries," when asked what would
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inspire them to give. A non-donor mentioned, "knowing there are students who are
working hard but need fmancial help, 11 as a potential inspiration to give.
With regard to quality of career preparation, participants provided mixed
feedback. Non-donors, when asked what would impede giving to their alma mater
cited,

"I was given no guidelines on how to get a job in the field,"

inadequately prepared for life after college in the working world.

"I was extremely

I had no idea how

to go about fmding a job after graduation, " 11the broadcasting industry I entered was
very different from the one I was prepared to enter-technologically, ideologically and
philosophically," and "neither

I or [sic] my classmates were prepared in any realistic

1
way for communications jobs by the required curriculum. 1
Donors, on the other hand, cited good career preparation as an inspiration to
gtve. They responded, "the practical, applicable skills I walked out the door with-the
same skills (plus others) I still use today, " "ability to apply skills learned to acquiring a
job and building a career path, 11 11the overall academic experience which prepared me
well for a career, " and "a strong sense of gratitude that my undergraduate experience
contributed heavily to my present socio-economic status. "
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V. IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION

The findings of this study affmn a relationship between the satisfaction with
the overall undergraduate experience and with the general academic experience and the
likelihood of former undergraduate students contributing fmancially to their alma
maters, in this case the U.niversity of Tennessee, Knoxville College of
Communications. The

data imply,

also, no strong relationship between satisfaction

with specific aspects of the major, involvement in extracurricular activities,
relationships formed with faculty, scholarship assistance received, and quality of career
preparation and the likelihood of alumni giving.
Some of the findings in this study are consistent with those in earlier studies.

As mentioned previously, Brittingham and Pezzullo also found that participation in
student activities had little effect on alumni giving. Schneiter found personal feelings
about the experience at an institution to be an indicator of giving. Miller, too, found
that satisfaction with the undergraduate experience affected donor behavior.
According to the

data from

this study, faculty and staff in educational

institutions should work to enhance the overall and general academic experience of
current students in order to foster financial support of the institution by its alumni.
To promote a feeling of overall satisfaction With the undergraduate experience,
the institution should ensure a high quality curriculum, with clear goals and objectives,
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that remains current with the educational demands of the applicable career field. The
College should see that its students receive frequent and accurate academic advising,
taking into consideration each student' s unique needs and interests.
Some of the findings of this study, however, are inconsistent with those of
previous studies, suggesting further questions. A possible area of further study may be
whether there is a difference in giving motivation between alumni of professional
schools, such as the UTK College of Communications, and alumni of liberal arts
colleges or collective cross sections of university alumni as a whole.
Another question, suggested previously by Ralph Bristol' s finding that giving
motivations change over time, may be whether there is a difference in giving
motivation among alumni of a college based on year of graduation. Further study to
defme the specific meanings of ..satisfaction" with regard to the undergraduate
experience may also be needed to more closely understand the motivations behind
giving.
The findings of this study, along with those of others, suggest that the college
and university fund raising process starts long before the actual solicitation--that giving
motivation may depend on a continuum of involvement beginning with the
undergraduate experience and continuing throughout the alumni experience. In order
to cultivate future donors, undergraduate students should have a clear sense of the
value of their education and a knowledge that they have met certain goals and
objectives upon graduation. Faculty should clearly defme the academic objectives
drawing from a combination of their own research as well as contact with and advice
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from professionals in the relevant fields. Student contact with these professionals,
through programs such

as

internships, is also important to provide a sense of

applicability and currentness to augment the curriculum.
Faculty members and administrators must not only treat students with respect
and civility while they are undergraduates, but they must also maintain relationships
with students after they graduate. Faculty members

can

do this by communicating

regularly with former students and involving them in the activities and life of the
college

as

members of advisory boards, guest lecturers, and internship sponsors, for

example. It is this ongoing relationship and sense of involvement and ownership in
the college,

as

students and alumni, that may be the difference between donors and

non-donors.
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Appendix 1
SURVEY COVER LETTER

April

2 1, 1995

Dear UT College of Communications Graduate:
Some of you know me as the Director of Development for the College of
Communications. Only a few of you know me as a graduate student pursuing a
master' s degree in Educational Administration and Supervision in the College of
Education. Most of you don't know me at all.
In my student role, I am writing a thesis on the relationship between the
undergraduate experience and alumni contributions. I am surveying

500 randomly

selected College of Communications alumni, representing both donors to the College
and non-donors. The results of the survey should shed light on which aspects of the
undergraduate experience should be nurtured in order to increase the likelihood that
former students will contribute to the College as alumni.
Your assistance, by filling out the enclosed survey and returning it in the
envelope provided, would be greatly appreciated. Please return the survey before May
15. 1995. Note that there is no opportunity on the survey for you to be personally
identified -- your identity will be confidential.
Your participation will help to enhance the College of Communications'
undergraduate program and fund raising success. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Laura C. Simic
Director of Development
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Appendix 2
SAMPLE SURVEY

THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, KNOXVILLE
COLLEGE OF COMMUNICA TIONS
ALUMNI DONOR SURVEY

In this questionnaire, you are asked to think back to your days at The
University of Tennessee, Knoxville College of Communications. Please respond with
regard to your experience while enrolled in school. Select your response from the
choices given, and circle the appropriate number on this form.
COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATIONS

As you look back, how satisfied were you at the time you graduated with the
educational experience you had at the UTK College of Communications?
I Very dissatisfied
2 Dissatisfied
3 Satisfied
4 Very Satisfied
I.

2. Now, how satisfied are you with the educational experience you had at the UTK

College of Communications?
I Very dissatisfied
3 Satisfied

2 Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied

4

3. If you could start your academic program again, would you choose a program in
the College of Communications?
2 Probably not
I Definitely not
3 Probably yes
4 Definitely yes

How satisfied are you with the quality of academic advising you received in the
College of Communications?
2 Dissatisfied
I Very dissatisfied
4 Very satisfied
3 Satisfied
4.

5. How would you rate the following aspects of your overall College of

Communications experience?
Your academic experience
Your social experience
Your cultural experience
Your overall experience

Poor

Fair

Good

1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

I
I
I
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Excellent
4
4
4
4

6.

Thinking ofyour major, please rate your degree of satisfaction with each item.
Fair
Poor
Good
Excellent
1
2
Availability ofyour major advisor
3
4
Willingness ofyour major advis9r
to help you
2
1
3
4
1
2
Clarity of major requirements
3
4
2
3
4
Clarity of course objectives
1
Quality of instruction
1
2
3
4
2
Availability offaculty outside of class 1
4
3
Quality of courses in preparing you
for your career
2
1
3
4
Opportunity to apply what was
2
learned in the classroom
1
3
4
Practicum/internship experience
1
2
3
4
Opportunities to interact with
4
professionals in your major field 1
2
3

7.

Ifyou could choose your major again, would you choose the same major?
1 Definitely no
2 Probably no
4 Definitely yes
3 Probably yes

8. While in the College of Communications, were you involved in extracu"icular

activities? If so, to what degree?
Not
involved
Academic organization of special
interest
Student government
Greek organization
Academic & leadership honor
society
International student organization
Military organization
Religious organization
Residential living organization
Service/philanthropic organization
Special interest organization
Sports club
Student Activities programming
committees
Student publications

Somewhat
involved

Very
involved

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
1

2
2

3
3
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9. While in the College of Communications, with how many faculty members did you
develop a close relationship (such that you felt that you could ask them for a letter of
recommendation) ?
2 1
4 3 or more
3 2
1 None

1 0. While in the College of Communications, did you receive scholarships? If so,

how many and for how long?
1 1, during 1 year only
2 More than 1, for the same year
3 More than one, over more than 1 year
4 I applied for, but did not receive scholarships scholarship support
5 I did not apply for scholarship support
11. Thinking ofyour overall experience in the College of Communications, please
indicate the degree to which your education in the College of Communications added
to your skills in each of the following areas.
Very little
Somewhat
Very much
Practical skills necessary to obtain
2
3
employment in your field
1
2
3
Ability to grow and learn as a person 1
3
2
1
Ability to lead or guide others
3
2
Ability to adjust to new job demands 1
3
2
Self-confidence in expressing ideas
1
3
Planning and carrying out projects
2
1
2
3
1
Speaking effectively
3
2
1
Writing effectively
3
2
1
Understanding written information
2
3
Understanding graphic information
1
3
Learning on your own
1
2
3
1
Defining and solving problems
2
2
3
Working cooperatively in a group
1
Understanding and applying
3
2
1
technology

12. Ifyou were asked, today, to contribute monetarily to the College of
Communications, what feature ofyour undergraduate experience would inspire you to
contribute?
-------
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13. Ifyou were asked, today, to contribute monetarily to the College of

Communications, what feature ofyour undergraduate experience would impede you
from contributing?
------
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Appendix 3

RESPONSES TO QUESTION #12
Ifyou were asked, today, to contribute monetarily to the College of Communications,
what ftature ofyour undergraduate experience would inspire you to contribute?
NON-DONORS
General satisfaction
My practicum/internship experience was wonderful. I could contribute to that
program.
High quality of journalism program.
The quality of the faculty and the college's programming would encourage me to
donate to the college, rather than to the University.
Excellence of the College/courses. Overriding both would be belief/purpose, etc. in
my giving. The more specific the need the better.
The overall college experience. Living on campus, being in the Greek system, pride in
the Univ. of Tenn., the many extracurricular activities that enabled me to grow as a
person.
I will not contribute to the undereducation of any further students. I would have to be
shown radical and major curriculum and educational philosophy changes to ever
consider the smallest contribution.
Growth/improvement of the College -- overall good experience.
My undergraduate experience provided the opportunity to excel in an area I never had
the chance before coming to UT. I'd like to provide that chance for someone else.

Extracurricular Involvement
Student associations (Campus Practitioners, PRSA), computer labs (technology
systems).
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Relationships with Faculty
The teachers that left a good impression--they encouraged and inspired enthusiasm.
My relationship and teaching with Prof. XXX and the hope that after XXX retires that
the College will pursue other teachers as dynamic, professional and supportive as
XXX

.

Knowing instructors better.
Dedication and support of faculty advisor--wish I'd met XXX earlier than senior year.
Faculty
Only one teacher made me feel good about my experience - Dr. XXX

--

I would

contribute to whatever XXX felt worthy.
Relationship with the (then) faculty -- XXX era.
Quality of professors--now all gone.
The quality of instructors.

Scholarship Assistance
Scholarships
Empathy for plight of struggling, poor student trying to earn a degree.
Knowing there are students who are working hard but need fmancial help. We've all
been there.
College of Communications/public relations sequence; scholarship to outstanding
public relations student.

Career Preparation
It would not be because of an experience I had (good or bad) w/ College of Comm.
but because that College was the one I chose to obtain career objectives that would be
the reason.
None, because since I've graduated, the only available employment opportunities in
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my field paid little more than minimum wage.
WUTK -- practical experience very helpful in career.
The editorial skills I developed which have served me so well professionally.
I felt I received a good education that helped prepared me for working in the adv.
field.

Other Remonses
Support to my college.
Maybe some aspect of the School of Journalism.
The desire to help enhance the academic and internship experience/opportunity for
others.
Work grants so students could obtain practical experience in their field.
To help students have state-of-the-art equipment.
Need for better facilities, equipment in darkrooms, Daily Beacon newsroom.
I would not contribute.
The continuation of WUTK as a broadcast station run by university students.
"This Week in Big Orange Country" or other programs produced solely by
Communications students.
The great, ever-expanding need for keeping up with emerging technologies.

DONORS
General satisfaction
All academic and social aspects.
The overall curriculum required was well balanced in both Communications and
Business. I felt I was receiving a better education than many of my friends in other
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majors. Also the College of Communications instilled a true sense of professionalism
in its students.
The well rounded education you receive as a student in both Communications and
Business courses.
Overall good experience.
Quality of education.
The quality of the senior level of courses--I would want to insure their continuation of
excellence.
My desire to share the pleasure of my UT experience with the student communicators
of today.
The "small school" atmosphere (friendly), opportunity to use and learn computer
system.
I have been a contributor and will continue to do so. The strong academic
environment of the Communications College is the leading reason.
Wanting UT to continue to improve and be recognized as a great program.
Practicum
Radio classes.
I had a wonderful experience overall and good professors that helped me prepare for
where I am now. The School of Journalism deserves support!
Total impact of course work--ability to gain employment after graduation--overall
professional job of the teaching staff.
The numerous opportunities and faculty support to grow and learn through terrific
internships.
My whole experience.
Not a feature as much as loyalty to the school because of the positive feelings I have
about UT.
Quality of instruction.
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The learning and growth experience, the opportunity to learn.
To give back to the College of Communications for what it has given me.
A sense of nostalgia and gratitude.
I would contribute simply because I love UT.

I

would also want future students to

have better opportunities in my field (broadcasting). The program was weak at the
time--using out of date technology.
The fact that the equipment in the radio and tv stations at the school are so outdated
compared to modern technology.
Opportunities that were available to those who had the desire to work hard for them.
On-hands experience in new state-of-the-art photography darkroom, access to resource
material in two libraries.
The practicum/internship program.
No one feature; only a sense that the continuation of and improvement of the program
enhances my degree (e.g., winning PRSSA contest).

Extracurricular Involvement
Involvement in student publications, relationship with instructors, participation in SDX
Practical experience gained with student publications
My experience with the Daily Beacon. That paper was of higher caliber that most that
I've seen.
To encourage students to participate in extra-curricular activities which enhance their
in-classroom knowledge (i.e., annual ad fed. competition).

Relationships with Faculty
XXX and a few other excellent professors; willingness to substitute certain course
requirements so I could enroll in some courses better suited to my career path (law);
willingness to be flexible as needed.
Closeness of one particular faculty member.
so

My experience and support from my advisor.
The fellowship between faculty and students.
The outstanding quality of the faculty and the opportunity to interact with the
professors and employees of the College.
Uniqueness of the environment, the experience/closeness of students and faculty--but I
was there in early years, so things may have changed.
The friendships I made with faculty.
,
Dr. XXX s role in my life then.
Camaraderie of classmates, support of professors to be both person and journalist that I
could be.
The excellent overall learning experience I acquired in the College. The interest and
helpfulness of the faculty.
The personal attention given by faculty of the College of Communications.
My relationship and respect for the faculty and my overall growth in my professional
and personal life that they contributed to.
XXX and XXX (named 2 specific faculty members).
If XXX asked anything of me, I would comply.
My mentor, XXX .
The faculty was very interested in my well-being--the holistic approach.
Specific instructors.
Last 1 112 years in the college (professors).
,
The faculty and their enthusiasm regarding UTK s progress.
The teaching staff.
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Scholarship Assistance
Being a Bickel Scholarship recipient.
Bickel scholarship; but also the program to enable working journalists to obtain
master's program at night.
The significant amount of scholarship money

I

received.

Receiving scholarships as an undergrad greatly reduced stress through diminishing of
fmancial worries.
I

would most like to see the contribution go directly to student scholarships. Had I not
been working 40 hours/week and taking a full load, my activities and social skills may
have improved!

Career Preparation
Ability to apply skills learned to acquiring a job and building a career path.
A strong sense of gratitude that my undergraduate experience contributed heavily to
my present socio-economic status.
Financially support any opportunity for practicum/internship experience. This helped
me more in preparing for the real world than most classrooms.
I already do. I don't do work related to my degree, but it has helped me
organized and able to handle many tasks at once.

be

more

The overall academic experience which prepared me well for a career.
Practical skills.
Practicum--led to my first broadcasting job.
The practical, applicable skills
I still use today.

I

walked out the door with--the same skills (plus others)

Other Responses
Loyalty to school--wanting to see it improve.
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The most benefit I had was from visiting professors.
The only reason I started giving was a student called and asked for a donation.
Academic, cultural, development of young people as our future/developing more
internships.
Hands on classroom/lab instruction from knowledgeable faculty.
Academics
Much more practical experience for students on production equipment or cooperative
programs with local businesses in production.
Nostalgia
I would do it because it is the right thing to do.
The on hands opportunities and class projects.
Nothing specific.
annual scholarship fund in honor of XXX; or other tangibles that one could have
1st hand relationship and identify with or to.

An

The need for computer equipment and programs.
The tremendous need for equipment. Students desperately need more hands-on
experience. More practicums. They really should be a requirement.
Student pubs, College's need for $, scholarship experience. I regularly do give $$ to
the College every year or so.
None-I contribute I believe mostly because as a child, may father contributed to his
alma mater, UNC-Chapel Hill, so I try to ensure my three children know I contribute
annually to three colleges.
Practical/internship programs.
Letters from students or from XXX targeting minority students.
Television equipment needs.
None. Strictly my current level of success. A desire to see UT
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be

a first rate school.

The opportunity/exposure of the radio stations (All News 850
Practical features upgrading (i.e., radio station equipment,

tv

&

the FM).

equipment).

If the college would recruit more "real life" professionals to teach, not career
academics.
I 'd want my contributions to pay for the ever-changing technology and developments
in communications.
The dire need to keep the College up to date on trends, equipment, etc.
When I attended UT they desperately needed updated equipment and materials.
I would hope that someone else would have more success in their career in
Communications than I have had. I could contribute to help someone else.
The fact that I made it through college and graduated.
Academic instruction. I am most interested in what benefit my contribution would
make to present and future students.
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Appendix 4

RESPONSES TO QUESTION #13
Ifyou were asked, today, to contribute monetarily to the College of Communications,
what feature ofyour undergraduate experience would impede you from contributing?
NON-DONORS
General satisfaction
School of Journalism's lack of support for public relations major and lack of
understanding of public relations itself; bias in favor of news-ed curriculum, despite
large numbers of students interested in public relations as a major.
Lack of interaction with faculty, little exposure to professionals in the field, no
guidance in identifying abilities or motives for pursuing a career in communications

-

early in college career -- would be my criticism. I did not spend much time in the
College until the junior and senior years, when most of the communications courses
were scheduled. As competitive as the communications field is, I think that freshmen
communications maj ors should be very involved in activities and counseling that will
help clarify career goals and develop job skills, networking, etc., from day one. In the
field I am presently pursuing, early exposure to "real work" and examination of
personal goals and motives in beginning coursework is not just recommended; it's
required.
Lack of state-of-the-art broadcast equipment, especially in television production.
Lack of experience with equipment.
Parking and overall disrespect of students, obsession with men's football team, sports
over academia.
The advising services of the College of Communications before I got into my major
and the non-interaction of majors within the College.
The bureaucratic

?!#$!

of the system.

None specifically to my college, just

UT overall.
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Extracurricular Involvement
Daily Beacon experience.

Relationships with Faculty
No relationship with current administration.
The fact that I ' m not doing anything now in my career specifically related to my
major, although I realize that was my own choice. My fondest memories of UTK
have little to do with the College of Communications. I majored in broadcasting and
at the time the equipment we used was outdated and several of the teachers didn't
seem to care much one way or the other in your personal development.
This is an unfair judgemen� but I have the feeling that the faculty-student contact is
less personal than it used to be.
The fact that advisors did not appear to be 11incented" to provide thorough ..advising"
to students who are paying for an education i.e., the advisor's time.
Didn't like some of the faculty members.
Proviidingan education to students appeared to be secondary to the teachers.
Something else took first place.
I haven't contributed--although the courses were interesting, I found the faculty to be
unavailable for questions or guidance and only interested in the aggressive students.
The fact that the only way you could get close to your advisors was to 11brown nose."
I don't brown nose and think it is sad that that is the only way to become friends with
them.
Some teachers who I had experiences with. Some coursework

XXX

and

XXX

(named

2

specific faculty members)

Scholarship Assistance
I am satisfied with the education I received from UT's College of Communications.
However, the satisfaction stems from initiatives I took upon myself to complete my
degree from a literal and financial standpoint. There was little help afforded to me
outside the classroom either academic or fmancial. The two scholarships I received -56

one from the University and one from the College -- came as a result of me literally
begging for them. UT and the College of Communications both do a poor job of
helping their students pay for college. Like me, there are thousands of students--good
students--whose parents make more money than the limit that prevents student from
receiving fmancial aid, but who do not have the cash to pay for their child's education.
Had it not been for student loan programs and working

20-30 hours a week, it would

have been impossible for this honors student to have the money to pay for my
education. Until I see hard evidence that UT and the College of Communications are
utilizing their resources to truly help the students pay for their education, neither will
receive a dime from me.

Career Preparation
I got requests for money before I got a job in the field. I was given no guidelines on
how to get a job in the field. A Channel 1 reporter offered to hold a workshop one a
quarter for seniors to prepare them for the job market. The University turned her
down.
Neither I or my classmates were prepared in any realistic way for communications jobs
by the required curriculum.
I don't make enough money to contribute because I can't fmd a job in my market that
pays adequately. I am passed over for positions in my field by "non-degreed" people.
It makes me wonder if it was ever worth it.
I was extremely inadequately prepared for life after college in the working world. I
had no idea how to go about finding a job after graduation. As a result, I am working
in a field other than communications and am grossly dissatisfied. I feel that I
contributed enough money to tuition to cover these kind of expenses. I did not get
what I paid for and will not give more money as a result.
Training and degree has not translated to good earnings. Only a secretary with
minimal salary.
The College did absolutely nothing in the way of assisting me in job placement upon
graduation. There was nothing in the way of help in resume preparal, interviewing
practice, or job banks. Basically, once I graduated and the tuition wasn't coming in,
the College was fmished with me. My last quarter as a senior did not include any
post-graduate preparation.
The lack of help/support in trying to obtain an internship and a job upon graduation.
The broadcasting industry I entered was very different from the one I was prepared to
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enter--technologically, ideologically and philosophically.
Lack of ability to find a job due to lack of pay incentive and specialization and
experience gained in that field while in college.

Other Responses
Not being sure how my contributions were being spent.
There is nothing. The primary reason

I

don't donate money to the College of Comm.

or UT in general is because my husband is in grad school and I support us both.
However, I probably wouldn't contribute even if I did have money because I already
gave thousands during my years as a student. This may not be a fair or commendable
attitude, however that is how

I

feel.

Other factors in my life now would have an impact on contributing.
There is not a feature from my undergraduate experience that would impede me from
contributing. The only factor that would delay my contribution would be money.
My own financial burdens.
I don't give because I have other charitable priorities.
Not knowing if alumni contributions actually contributed directly to my educational
experience.
The fact that
where

I

I

earned a law degree from UT and feel a stronger kinship there. That's

have directed my donations.

The lack of sufficient economic support for Communications from the University.
shouldn't have to make up for where the University has left off.
would rather contribute directly to a student or a specific scholarship so I would
know exactly how my contribution was used. No certain feature of my experience

I

would impede me.

DONORS
General satisfaction
Lack of sales training courses.
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I

Reminding me how bad it was with surveys. And, I had a 3.98 GPA!
The PR sequence of the Journalism curriculum was a stepchild in the eyes of faculty
and students in the school of journalism. That memory still aggravates me.
My personal shyness which held me back from having a rewarding academic and
social experience.
The computer class--it had no relevance to the technology of the day.
That the program (PR) was not given enough respect by rest of department, concern
that it is still the case.
I live in Nashville and am usually ashamed to admit here I graduated and received a
M.S. from UT since the caliber of students UT admits is so poor. A friends of mine
has a son who is now a freshman at UT and he barely got out of high school yet he
was admitted to UT! I am very proud that my daughter will graduate next month
from Rhodes College in Memphis and my two sons, ages 1 3 and 1 0, know I will not
permit them to attend UT. Come here and live and feel the negative vibrations from
Vanderbilt alums! My children will not make the same mistake I did (attending UT).
My daughter's experience at Rhodes has been a million times better than mine at UT
where students are nothing but numbers. I attended, as did my husband, none of our
graduations (2 each) at UT since they were totally meaningless and a waste of time.
In 25 years my opinion has not changed.
Unfairness in grading.
University policies and politics.
The fact that some courses are very unnecessary.
As an advertising major, I felt entire emphasis of College was biased toward
journalism.

Extracurricular Involvement
(no comments)

Relationships with Faculty
Lack of guidance and support from faculty.
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I was disappointed with the quality of teaching from some professors. Only a couple
made working hard seem worthwhile--others seemed very disinterested in a student' s
desire to excel.
The attitude of some of the professors.
Poor advising as an underclassman (pre-established major) resulted in missed
opportunities which
Remembering Dr.

I

still have regrets about today.

XXX

and what a jerk XXX was. The department could be improved
XXX has the reputation of holding personal vendettas

1 0-fold by getting rid of XXX .
against particular students and

I

happened to experience that.

XXX

does not belong in

an educational setting.

I certainly hope the professorial staff is a little more able to talk to students. Only
XXX helped me through. Others should have watched XXX when they had the
chance.
Knowing

XXX

under whose leadership

I

graduated, is no longer there.

Poor faculty support in securing practicums for students.
The structure and attitude of the department of advertising--specifically XXX and
XXX . They are not real-world oriented and have little practical, professional
expenence.
Don't know instructors now; a few professors then who were rigid in approaching
requests; don't know students or have contacts there now--would be interested in
college life i.e., the Daily Beacon would periodically interest me for example.

I think
Mr.

the tenured professors

XXX

I

had could have cared less about me!

telling me just before graduation that

someone," and then later, after

I

I

would 11do a nice, average job for

had some success in my career, telling people that

was one of the college's 11fmest graduates."

Scholarship Assistance
(no comments)
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I

Career Preparation
College should have more job recruiters and placement opportunities.
Job assistance.
I am still trying to get a job in journalism and have had no success in my
Communications career. I am working clerical jobs. I have little interest in
contributing.
I resented the lack of jobs and the lack of preparation for job hunting provided to
communications graduates in the mid seventies.
Fact that it was terribly difficult to fmd a job in advertising.
My "copy & layout" classes were top-notch but the others were basically so-so. When
I began interviewing, I felt I had this well-rounded exposure to lots of areas but was
not trained in any.

Other Responses
Nothing
Very little recognition from College for contributions except for standard thank you
letter. College has very little interest in following careers of its graduates, except
possibly of select favorite sons.
Any thinking which keeps students in the "educational womb."
There is not one thing that stands out that would impede me in any way to contribute.
The costs of higher education.
Only the amount of money I spent there previously--during that undergraduate
experience.
If I could not designate where I wanted the money to go .

I

have kept no ties to the school--personal.

Simply being unable to afford contributions.
Already contribute to the University. The memory of "campaigns."
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Lack of practical experience by faculty.
I don't feel public universities need significant support beyond tax funds.
Mathematics
Lack of money--it would not be a feature of my undergraduate experience.
Graduate school--limited income.
Spent enough already.
Nothing about my experience would impede me from contributing--! just have too
many other financial obligations at this time, so I can't contribute, but plan to in the
future. I don't think young professionals (out of school less than S years) can be
expected to donate large sums of money.
My financial situation at present.
Involvement in relationships such

as

the Playboy Scholarship.

A request from someone who remembered me and who cared about what I did with
my degree.
Probably none, maybe dissatisfaction with apportionment of UTK overall.
No particular experience.
Some of the other students in other Comm fields had a bit of an air of superiority
about them. That's what kept me from being more outspoken and outgoing within my
major's academic organizations or social gatherings.
My own lack of funds.
Lack of realism expressed.
If I perceived a significant drop in the quality of the college, that might impede me. I
want to contribute to a "winning" program.
Feeling that it is not a worthy cause. It takes more than sentimental feelings to make
contributions.
Being busy and forget. Demand for other contributions.
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The University as a whole asks alot of students financially during their collegiate
years. I would want to know where my contributions go.
Social aspects, sports.
Lack of follow up professional involvement with college.
One hang up I've had about donating to UT (not the College of Comm) is the fact that
so much $ is dedicated to athletics.
I hope students now work at computer terminals instead of typewriters.
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VITA

Laura C. Simic was born in Bloomington, Indiana on September 1 8, 1 964. She
graduated from Henry D. Sheldon High School in Eugene, Oregon in June 1 982 and
entered the University of Oregon that September. In June 1 986, she graduated summa
cum laude with a bachelor's degree in journalism with a public relations emphasis and
an English minor. After graduation she worked as the Coordinator of Library
Development and the Principal Coordinator, Library Capital Project at the University
of Oregon. In February, 1 990, she moved to Knoxville, Tennessee as the Director of
Development for the UTK Libraries. She subsequently assumed additional
responsibilities with the UTK College of Communications and is currently the Director
of Development for the University Libraries and College of Communications. .She
entered the master's program in the College of Education at The University of
Tennessee, Knoxville in August, 1 990. The master's degree was received in August,
1 995.
She is a member of the Council for Advancement and Support of Education
(CASE), Development Officers for Research Academic Libraries (DORAL), Delta
Delta Delta, Phi Beta Kappa, Mortar Board, Kappa Tau Alpha, Alpha Lambda Delta,
Phi Eta Sigma, Order of Omega, Golden Key, P.E.O., Knoxville Runaway Shelter
Advisory Committee, Ronald McDonald House volunteers, and All Saints Catholic
Church.
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